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Profile

Embracing the intricacies and subtleties woven into diverse family relationships, Aleisha
recognizes the profound significance of these matters in our clients' lives.

Aleisha collaborates closely with our senior partners to swiftly decipher factual patterns,
pinpoint clients' legal challenges and chart pathways to success for families. With a practical
approach, she helps alleviate the strain and emotional burden of dispute resolution through
proactive clear communication. This calm, professional demeanour and rational methodology
defuse even the most challenging conflicts, enabling our clients to focus on constructive
solutions that facilitate their transition into the next phase of their lives.

Before embarking on her legal career, Aleisha achieved a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology
from McGill University, fostering a keen awareness of human behaviour and motivations, an
investigative and analytical approach to problem-solving, and exceptional research acumen.
This finely honed skill set empowers Aleisha to discern pertinent facts amidst the noise,
ensuring our clients benefit from comprehensive and meticulously crafted strategies when
resolving their family matters.

Services

> Cohabitation agreements

> Pre-nuptial agreements

> Marriage agreements



> Post-nuptial agreements

> Separation agreements

> Divorce

> Spousal support

> Division of property

> Child support

> Parenting arrangements

> Relocation

Credentials

Awards & Distinctions

> University of Leeds, School of Law Merit Scholarship, 2020

Industry Involvement

> Canadian Bar Association, member, 2023 - present

> Canadian Bar Association of British Columbia, member, 2023 - present

> Law Society of British Columbia, member, 2023 - present

> Vancouver Bar Association, member, 2023 - present

Education & Call to Bar

> Call to Bar: British Columbia, 2023

> University of Leeds, Bachelor of Laws (LLB) graduated with honours, 2021

> McGill University, Bachelor of Arts (Psychology), 2018

Community Commitments

> Legal Aid BC, volunteer, 2019 - 2021

> Leeds Combined Courts, volunteer, 2019 - 2021

> University of Leeds, Law Society negotiating team, 2019 - 2020

> McGill University Rowing Club, varsity athlete, 2016 - 2017

Additional Languages

> French


